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a b s t r a c t 

Due to their diverse bonding character and corresponding property repertoire, carbides are an important 

class of materials regularly used in modern technologies, including aerospace applications and extreme 

environments, catalysis, fuel cells, power electronics, and solar cells. The recent push for novel materi- 

als has increased interest in high entropy carbides (HECs) for such applications. The extreme level of 

tunability alone makes HECs a significant materials platform for a variety of fundamental studies and 

functional applications. We investigate the thermal conductivity of high entropy carbide thin films as 

carbon stoichiometry is varied. The thermal conductivity of the HEC decreases with an increase in car- 

bon stoichiometry, while the respective phonon contribution scales with elastic modulus as the excess 

carbon content increases. Based on the carbon content, the HECs transition from an electrically conduct- 

ing metal-like material with primarily metallic bonding to a primarily covalently-bonded crystal with 

thermal conductivities largely dominated by the phononic sub-system. When the carbon stoichiometry is 

increased above this critical transition threshold dictating bonding character, the electronic contribution 

to thermal conductivity is minimized, and a combination of changes in microstructure, defect concentra- 

tion and secondary phase formation, and stiffness influence the phononic contribution to thermal con- 

ductivity. Our results demonstrate the ability to tune the thermal functionality of high entropy materials 

through stoichiometries that dictate the type of bonding environment. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Somewhat analogous to medium and high entropy metallic

lloys (HEAs) [1,2] , the high entropy [3–6] and entropy-stabilized

7–9] family of ceramics contain four or more binary metal oxides

HEOs and ESOs), carbides (HECs), nitrides (HENs), or diborides

HEBs) in equimolar or near-equimolar concentrations, such that

o particular element can be considered the principle component

r host. Metal sublattice(s) can be randomly or preferentially oc-

upied where configurational disorder is tailored on specific sites,

hile the non-metal sublattice remains site/element pure. To date,
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everal multicomponent and high entropy carbide systems have

een successfully synthesized using spark plasma sintering (SPS)

f component carbide powders [4,10–12] . Feng et al. [13] demon-

trated the ability to synthesize HECs though carbothermal

eduction of binary oxide precursors. Subsequent property studies

ave found increased oxidation resistance [14] and mechanical

ardness values ranging from ≈ 10% to ≈ 50% [4,15,16] higher than

hat of their binary constituents. However, thermal conductivities

f materials generally decrease with increasing number of elemen-

al components, which is attributed to a combination of electron

nd phonon scattering from mass and interatomic force potential

hanges [7,17–21] , and holds true for metal carbides [22–24] . As

xpected, higher order solid solutions result in lower thermal

onductivities as mass and local structural disorder are introduced

nto the lattice. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.06.005
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/actamat
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.actamat.2020.06.005&domain=pdf
mailto:phopkins@virginia.edu
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Typical carbide structures can be viewed as an arrangement of

interstitial carbon in a simple metallic lattice. In many cases, car-

bides take on the cubic rocksalt or hexagonal structures. Deviations

from ideal stoichiometry are quite common, and specific structural

phases exist within a broad range of carbon content [22–24] . As

such, point defects, particularly carbon vacancies and interstitials

can have a dramatic effect on material properties. An important

question to consider is how properties of high entropy carbide sys-

tems respond to deviations in carbon content. While the thermal

properties of refractory ceramics are generally well-studied, explo-

rations of high entropy carbide systems remain few and far be-

tween, especially with regard to carbon stoichiometry and defects. 

Here, we characterize the thermal conductivity of novel high

entropy carbide (HEC) thin films with nominal compositions

Hf 0.2 Zr 0.2 Ta 0.2 Mo 0.2 W 0.2 C 1 −x and Hf 0.2 Zr 0.2 Ta 0.2 Ti 0.2 Nb 0.2 C 1 −x , and

their dependence on carbon stoichiometry, x . Our HECs can tran-

sition from electrically-conducting, with electrons dominating the

thermal transport in a material with primarily metallic bonding,

to ceramic-like systems with primarily covalent bonding, where

thermal conductivities are largely dominated by the phononic sub-

system and an increase in elastic modulus that depends on the

amount of excess carbon in the HEC is observed. While the elec-

tronic contribution to thermal conductivity remains at a constant

when the crystal is primarily covalently bonded, a combination

of changes in film morphology, point defect scattering, and phase

precipitation systematically lower the phononic contribution to

thermal conductivity with further increased carbon content in the

films. 

2. Experimental methods and results 

To facilitate the carbon content study with smoothly changing

stoichiometry, we use sputter deposition as it affords this ability

more easily than by powder processing routes. The carbon con-

tent in the HEC films is varied by controlling the methane flow

rate and concomitant percent methane (% CH 4 ) in the deposition

plasma; further details of film growth and characterization are dis-

cussed in the Supplemental Materials [25] , with pertinent proper-

ties of the HEC films tabulated in Supplemental Tables S1 and S2.

The results on composition HfZrTaMoWC 1 −x are presented here,

with results on the HfZrTaTiNbC 1 −x composition in the Supple-

mental Materials [25] . Structural and compositional characteriza-

tion, using x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), are shown in

Fig. 1 . XRD and SEM results, in Fig. 1 a and c, respectively, were

used to determine the phase and microstructure evolution of the

thin films as methane flow was increased during deposition. At 2

sccm methane, the films exhibit a primary BCC metal phase with

a possible secondary carbide, or carbon-rich metal phase. As flow

is increased, these metallic phases evolve into a single-phase rock-

salt shown in Fig. 1 a, space group 225 (Fm ̄3 m), with lattice pa-

rameter a = 4.47 Å. Below 6 sccm methane, the SEM images show

an equiaxed metallic microstructure. At 6 sccm, films form 〈 111 〉
textured carbide grains with no evidence of a remaining metal-

lic phase in the XRD. As methane flow rate is increased past this

point, the textured carbide grains begin to shrink and a nanocrys-

talline precipitate forms. There is no evidence of the nanocrys-

talline phase in the XRD at higher flow rates, possibly due to a

small volume ratio compared to the primary carbide phase. We

estimate the grain sizes in the primarily metallically-bonded HEC

films as ∼100 ± 20 nm. As the flow rate is increased above 8 sccm,

promoting a more covalently-bonded polycrystal, the average grain

sizes decrease to ∼ 20 ± 10 nm. These grain sizes were estimated

from image analyses on the SEM micrographs and analyzing over

30 grains for each sample. In all cases, the films are free from vis-

ible pores. 
XPS measurements provide insight regarding the carbon stoi-

hiometry changes as a function of the methane present during

lm growth, shown in Fig. 1 b. As expected, the total carbon con-

ent of the films increase as methane increases. The amount of

arbon bonded to metals increases dramatically at first, leading

o the transition from a primarily metallically-bonded system to

 primarily covalently-bonded system, shown in XPS under 13%

ethane content. After reaching 80% stoichiometric carbide, the

ate of bonded carbon within the films begins to lessen while ex-

ess carbon increases rapidly to a maximum of approximately 70%.

ote, XPS depth profiling on various control samples ranging from

undreds of nanometers to micrometers confirm that our deposi-

ion process results no gradation in elemental composition through

he thickness of the film. Thus, our XPS data, which measure the

hemical composition on the surface of the sample, are indicative

f the composition through the entire thickness of the film. 

This transition in bonding character with increasing carbon con-

ent shown in our HECs in Fig. 1 also implies a change in the rela-

ive contribution of the primary energy carriers (i.e., electrons and

honons); in other words, the relative contribution of electrons

nd phonons to the thermal conductivity would change during

he carbon stoichiometry-induced transition from primarily metal-

ic bonding to primarily covalent bonding. The thermal conductiv-

ties of the thick HEC films (thicknesses ∼ 1 − 2 μm), measured

ia time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) [26,27] , are shown in

ig. 2 a as a function of methane content present during film de-

osition. A secondary thin film ( ≈ 100 nm thick) series was grown

nd characterized in order to observe any size effects related to

lm thickness, shown in Fig. 2 b. Details of this HfZrTaMoWC 1 −x 

lm set are included in the Supplemental Material, along with

hermal conductivity measurements on a different HEC composi-

ion thin film series (HfZrTaTiNbC 1 −x ) [25] . 

We approximate the electron contribution of the thermal con-

uctivity, κe , to this measured thermal conductivity, κ total ( = κe +
p ), by applying the Wiedemann-Franz Law [28] to electrical resis-

ivity measurements of the thin films. We calculate κe using two

ifferent assum ptions for the room temperature Lorentz number

f our HEC films: the low-temperature Lorentz number ( L = L 0 =
 . 44 × 10 −8 W � K 

−2 ) and a temperature-dependent Lorentz num-

er originally derived by Makinson [29] that accounts for electron-

honon and electron-impurity scattering, the results of which are

hown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , respectively. We assume that these two

pproaches for calculated κe set the uncertainty in both κe and κp ,

escribed below. 

The uncertainty in our calculation of the electrical contribution

o the thermal conductivity, κe , of the HEC films calculated via the

iedemann-Franz Law [28] is directly related to our assumption

f the Lorentz number, L . The Wiedemann-Franz Law is given by

e = σ LT , where σ = 1 /ρ is the electrical conductivity ( ρ is the

lectrical resistivity) and T is the absolute temperature. Thus the

hoice of L can strongly impact the derived κe . It is well estab-

ished that the low temperature-derived value of L = L 0 can over-

redict L at elevated temperatures below the Debye temperature

such as room temperature in metal carbides) [30,31] . At these ele-

ated temperatures, inelastic electron-phonon scattering events (so

alled “vertical processes”) can lead to values of L that are less than

 0 [29,32] . Previous works have shown that the compositional dis-

rder in metallic alloys leads to increased elastic electron scatter-

ng events that can dominate over inelastic processes, thus ren-

ering the use of L = L 0 at room temperature acceptable [33,34] .

he HECs studied in this work are in fact random solid solutions,

nd thus we would expect similar elastic disorder scattering in

he electronic system. Thus, we assume L = L 0 as our upper bound

or electron thermal conductivities, and these data are plotted in

ig. 2 for the thick and thin HEC films, along with the correspond-

ng values calculated for the phonon thermal conductivity, κp . 
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Fig. 1. Structural and chemical properties of the Hf 0.2 Zr 0.2 Ta 0.2 Mo 0.2 W 0.2 C 1 −x thin films. (a) Offset XRD plot depicting carbide phase evolution as a function of methane flow 

rate during thin film deposition. (b) XPS data showing normalized metal and carbon stoichiometry plotted as a function of the methane flow rate. Total carbon is the sum of 

metal-bonded carbon and excess carbon. (c) SEM micrographs of HEC film microstructure evolution with increasing methane flow rate, shown for the thick HEC film series. 

Top row shows the plan view of microstructures while the bottom row corresponds to film cross-sections. 
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Conversely, however, single element metal carbides have been

hown historically to have a lower Lorentz number than L 0 at room

emperature due to a large residual resistivity from carbon vacan-

ies [30] . In this case, the more rigorous form of the Lorentz num-

er derived by Makinson [29] should be applied to the HECs to

alculate L , given by 

 th = 

ρimp + 

(
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(1) 

here k F is the Fermi wave vector, �D is the Debye tempera-

ure, q D is the Debye wave vector, ρ imp is a term that accounts

or electron-impurity scattering, and the Debye integrals, J n are de-

ned as 

 n 

[
�D 

T 

]
= 

�D 
T ∫ 

0 

x n exp [ x ] 

( exp [ x ] − 1 ) 
2 

d x. (2) 
o approximate L th at room temperature for our HECs, we assume

he Debye temperature is an average of the constituent metal car-

ides’ Debye temperatures [36,37] (an assumption supported by

ur finding that the heat capacities of these HECs following a

ule of mixtures [25] , similar to our previous work on entropy-

tabilized oxides [7] ), k F /q D = 2 −1 / 3 from free electron theory [32] ,

nd ρ imp is approximated by taking the ratio of electrical resistivity

f our lowest electrical resistance HEC to that of TaC at room tem-

erature [38] . From these assumptions, we calculate L th = 0 . 65 L 0 ,

nd use this for our calculations of κe in Fig. 3 for the thick and

hin HEC films, along with the corresponding values calculated for

he phonon thermal conductivity, κp . 

Thus, in this approach to calculate κe (and corresponding κp )

or these HECs in two different ways using two different Lorentz

umbers ( L 0 in Fig. 2 and L th = 0 . 65 L 0 in Fig. 3 ) asserts that there

re two bounds for the Lorentz number for these HECs: the upper

ound being L 0 , which implies that disorder scattering makes the

lectronic thermal response behave more like a disordered metal,

nd the lower bound being L th = 0 . 65 L 0 , which implies that the

lectronic thermal response will behave more like a single metal

arbide. We use these bounds to also calculate the range of poten-

ial κp , setting the upper and lower limits of the phonon thermal

onductivity in these HECs. These calculated phonon thermal con-

uctivities are plotted along with the elastic modulus, E , of these
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Fig. 2. Thermal conductivity of HfZrTaMoWC 1 −x thin films measured with TDTR ( κ total ) plotted as a function of methane flow rate in the deposition plasma (and corre- 

sponding % CH 4 ) during deposition for the a) thick ( ≈ 1 − 2 μm) film series and b) thin ( ≈ 100 nm) film series. Precise thicknesses for each film are tabulated in the 

Supplemental Materials [25] . The electrical contributions to the measured total thermal conductivity, κe , are calculated from the Wiedemann-Franz Law applied to electrical 

resistivity measurements on these films assuming the low temperature value for L = L 0 = 2 . 44 × 10 −8 W � K −2 [28,35] , and thus in this figure, κe ∝ L 0 . The phonon contribu- 

tions to the HEC thermal conductivities are then calculated as κp = κtotal − κe . These measurements of κ total and resulting calculations of κe and κp show a cross-over from 

electron-dominated thermal conductivity to phonon-dominated thermal conductivity as the primary bonding character in the HEC films transition from metallic to covalent. 
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films as a function of CH 4 flow rate in Fig. 4 and discussed in more

detail in the next section. 

We note that while these electrical resistivity measurements

are taken in the in-plane direction, and the thermal conductiv-

ity measurements are dominated by cross-plane thermal transport,

the cubic structure of these HECs and the ability for our ther-

mal conductivity measurements to determine the intrinsic thermal

conductivity without obfuscation from the thermal boundary con-

ductance across the adjacent film interfaces warrant this compari-

son [39] . Even with the sample-varying grain size and microstruc-

ture, our assumption of isotropic electrical resistivity in these

films, and thus in-plane and cross-plane electrical conduction be-

ing equal, is further supported based on the electronic mean free

paths in these highly compositionally disordered metal carbides.

Previous works have demonstrated that high entropy metallic al-

loys [40] and metal carbides [31] are known to have electron mean

free paths on the order of nanometers or less at room temperature.

Given that all of the HEC samples studied in this work have higher

electrical resistivities than these previously reported high entropy

metallic alloys [40] and typical metal carbides [30,41] , we posit

that the electron mean free paths in our HECs are on the order

of 1 nm, which is at least an order of magnitude smaller than the

smallest grain size that we measure in our HEC films. Thus, we do

not expect the changing microstructure in these HEC films fabri-

cated at different methane flow rates to obfuscate our assumption

of isotropic electrical transport. 

3. Discussion 

The total and electronic thermal conductivities decrease as

methane concentration increases. The phonon contribution to the
 t  
hermal conductivity (derived from κp = κtotal − κe ) becomes the

ominant thermal transport mechanism at 13% methane. At higher

ethane concentrations, the phonon contribution to thermal con-

uctivity continuously decreases as the methane content in the de-

osition plasma is increased. These changes in κe and κp are re-

ated to the transition of the HEC from mostly metallic bonding

o mostly covalent bonding, and dependent on not only electronic

cattering with carbon defects, but could also be driven by lattice

tiffening, density changes, and additional crystal quality consider-

tions, as described below. It is noted that the trend remains con-

istent between the thick and the thin films series, suggesting the

haracteristics observed are intrinsic to the carbide system, and not

ependent on film thickness. 

In the primarily metallic films, κe plays a substantial, if not

ominant role in the total thermal conductivity; regardless of our

ssumption of L when determining κe , our results show that the

etallically-bonded films have a substantial electronic contribution

o thermal conductivity, akin to that of a metal. When more car-

on is introduced into the system, κe abruptly drops as carbur-

zation occurs and the films become primarily covalently-bonded.

n this carbide phase, the cross over to a HEC system in which

he thermal conductivity is phonon-dominated corresponds to

here the ratio of metal-bonded carbon to excess carbon is maxi-

ized. Past this point, the accumulation of excess carbon degrades

lm quality in terms of primary carbide microstructure and sec-

ndary phase accumulation, as evidenced in SEM Fig. 1 c, and ulti-

ately reduces the thermal conductivity. The triangular-like grain

rowth observed in the HEC films deposited with 6 and 8 sccm

ethane shown in Fig. 1 c are associated with epitaxial growth,

hus implying the highest crystalline quality films are produced in

his flow rate regime. This peak in crystal quality occurs in the
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 only with κe calculated with the Lorentz number that accounts for inelastic electron-phonon scattering and electron-impurity scattering originally 

derived by Makinson [29] and given in Eq. (1) , and thus κe ∝ L th . Similar trends are observed here in κe and κp as in Fig. 2 , in that we observe a cross-over from electron- 

dominated thermal conductivity to phonon-dominated thermal conductivity as the primary bonding character in the HEC films transition from metallic to covalent. The 

assumption of L = L 0 in the Wiedemann-Franz Law calculations of κe in Fig. 2 implies disorder scattering makes the electronic thermal response behave more like a pure 

disordered metal, while the use of L = L th calculated via Eq. (1) implies that the electronic thermal response will behave more like a single metal carbide. The trends in 

thermal conductivity and this observed crossover from electron to phonon dominated thermal transport as the bonding character transitions from primarily metallic to 

covalent holds regardless of our assumption of L in the calculation of κe and subsequent κp . 

Fig. 4. Derived phonon thermal conductivity, κp , and elastic modulus, E , versus 

methane content for the thick HEC film series. We show κp calculated via either 

assuming κe ∝ L 0 (c.f., Fig. 2 ) or κe ∝ L th , where L th is determined via Eq. (1) (c.f., 

Fig. 3 ). Regardless of Lorentz number assumption, we observe a reduction in κp 

with reduction in elastic modulus in the primarily covalently bonded regime in the 

thick HEC films. 
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lms with the highest κp after the bonding becomes primarily

ovalent. 

Crystal quality has been shown to directly impact thermal con-

uctivity [42,43] , and can be driven by several factors includ-

ng point or line defects, and grain or phase boundaries. In the

ase of our HECs, an increase in flow rate beyond the 6 − 8 sccm

egime leads to not only a decrease in grain size (spanning from

100 ± 20 nm for the 6 sccm films to ∼20 ± 10 nm for the highest

ccm film), but also an increase in excess carbon content. Thus, one

ossible reason that κp decreases with increased flow rate once

he bonding transitions to primarily covalent is that the mean free

ath of the phonons continues to decrease due to a higher rate of

rain boundary and carbon point defect scattering. 

We also note that the trend in derived phonon thermal con-

uctivities with increased methane flow rate also correlates to the

rends observed in the elastic modulus, measured though nano-

ndentation on the thick HEC films, shown in Fig. 4 ; note, this

eduction in κp with reduction in elastic modulus in the pri-

arily covalently bonded regime in the thick HEC films is ob-

erved regardless of our assumptions of L used when applying the

iedemann-Franz Law. Thus, as the phonon thermal conductivity,

p is also related to the phonon energies and group velocities, i.e.,

he stiffness of the lattice, we also cannot rule out that changes in

he modulus of the film are indicative of a changing atomic bond-

ng environment that are thus impacting the thermal conductivity. 

Additionally, the mass densities of the thin film HEC samples

ecrease as the methane content in the deposition plasma is in-

reased. We measure the density of the ∼ 100 nm thin film HECs

ith X-ray reflectivity (XRR), and tabulate these values in Table S2
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Fig. 5. (a) Thermal conductivity of the thin film HEC series as a function of mass density. (b) Volumetric heat capacity of the thin film HEC series as a function of mass 

density. These data are tabulated in Table S2. 
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in the Supplemental Material [25] . The thermal conductivities of

these films increases monotonically with density, shown in Fig. 5 a,

which plots the TDTR-measured total thermal conductivities of the

∼ 100 nm thin film HECs as a function of XRR-measured mass den-

sity. It is well established that the phonon thermal conductivity is

proportional to the density [44] since the density is directly related

to both heat capacity and the sound speed [35] , which are directly

related to the thermal conductivity (i.e., the Kinetic Theory approx-

imation [45] ). 

This Kinetic Theory expression for thermal conductivity, given

by κp = Cv λ/ 3 , where C is the heat capacity, v is the velocity of the

carriers, and λ is the mean free path, provides a platform to un-

derstand the mechanisms that are causing a reduction in the HEC

phonon thermal conductivity with increased methane content in

the deposition plasma in the primarily covalently-bonded regime.

If the reduction of thermal conductivity were solely related to a

change in the energies and velocities of the phonons, and not due

to a changing mean free path, then κp would scale with changes

in Cv (recall in the primarily covalently bonded regime, κp is the

dominant mechanism of thermal transport in the HEC). The heat

capacity is proportional to the mass density, ρ , and inversely pro-

portional to the atomic mass, M . Using TDTR, we also measure the

heat capacities of these thin HEC films; we describe this process

and TDTR sensitivities’ to C in the Supplemental Material [25] , but

note that our measured heat capacities are dependent on our mea-

sured thermal conductivities, and thus have higher measurement

uncertainties. Figure 5 b plots the heat capacities of the thin film

HECs as a function of mass density. Unlike the thermal conduc-

tivity, the heat capacities do not trend as strongly with density,

however, we emphasize the larger uncertainties in these results.

This is not necessarily surprising, since C ∝ ρ/ M , and while the mass

density decreases in these HEC thin films, the carbon content is

increased, so while ρ is decreasing, the average M of the HEC is

also decreasing so the change in volumetric heat capacity is not

expected to trend linearly with ρ . This also implies that the ther-

mal conductivity changes of the HECs with changes in density are

not dominated by heat capacity changes. Turning now to v , the ve-

locity is proportional to 
√ 

E/ρ, and a decrease in density would

imply an increase in v and thus an increase in κp from the Kinetic

Theory expression. However, we note that for the thick film HECs,

E is decreasing as methane flow rate is increased, and an increase

in methane flow rate corresponds to a decrease in ρ in the thin

film HECs. We refrain from quantitively comparing the values for E

measured in the thick films to ρ measured in the thin films since

these properties were measured on separate samples due to ex-
erimental limitations of nano-indentation and XRR, respectively,

owever, we qualitatively expect the general trends to be the same,

n that a decreasing E would correspond to the decreasing ρ in the

hin film series, and vice versa for the thick film series. Given this,

e do not expect the changes in the HEC films in the covalently-

onded regime to be strongly influenced by v ∝ 

√ 

E/ρ . Thus, taken

ogether, our results suggest that the changes in thermal conduc-

ivity are not primarily driven by changes in phononic properties of

he HEC lattice, and changes in C or v in the HECs do not strongly

ontribute to the observed changes in κ as a function of density

nd methane flow rate. 

From this discussion that correlates the atomic, microstructural

nd mechanical properties of the HEC films to their thermal con-

uctivities, we hypothesize that the changing microstructure, point

efect composition (or potential scattering with secondary phases

hat are precipitating from the excess carbon, described below),

nd local bonding environment are all contributing to the changes

n thermal conductivity of the HECs due to changes in the carrier

cattering rates (i.e., changes in the mean free paths, λ), and not

s strongly due to changes in C or v . Thus, the observed changes

n E and ρ more strongly influence the mean free path as op-

osed to changes in C or v and resulting phonon energies and

elocities. While we have previously discussed the role of crys-

al quality and grain size on the reduction in thermal conduc-

ivity, we turn our attention now to the various defect scatter-

ng mechanisms that could drive down the thermal conductivity

f the HECs as the methane content in the deposition plasma is

ncreased. 

This increase in methane content in the deposition plasma

nd corresponding net increase in carbon content within the film

ould generally imply a systematic decrease in carbon vacancies.

s carbon vacancies and additional secondary covalently bonded

arbonaceous phases will both change and scatter the phonon and

lectron populations, it should follow suit that lowering the con-

entration of carbon vacancies would result in an increase of the

otal thermal conductivity. In the HEC carbon series, however, the

otal thermal conductivity decreases with increased carbon con-

ent even in the single phase carbide regime between ≈ 12 − 16 %

ethane. The total thermal conductivity drops by ≈17% across a

arbon stoichiometry increase of 8%. Thus, we posit that a decrease

n phonon-vacancy scattering rates with increased methane con-

ent during deposition is not impacting the thermal conductivity

f the HEC films as strongly as the increase in phonon scatter-

ng rates (and subsequent decrease in thermal conductivity) due to

he changing microstructure, point defect composition (or potential
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Fig. 6. Defect energies relative to carbon in graphite (solid line, left vertical axis) 

and the electrical contribution to thermal conductivity (dashed line, right vertical 

axis) as a function of defect concentration for carbon vacancies and interstitials cal- 

culated from DFT and Boltzmann transport theory. 
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cattering with secondary phases that are precipitating from the

xcess carbon, described below), and local bonding environment. 

The combined analysis of XPS and SEM suggest that while there

ay be some vacancy filling as carbon content is increased, the

on-metal bonded carbon concentrations increase more rapidly

ith film evolution, up to and exceeding the point of secondary

hase formation. Computational analysis suggests that additional

arbon content in the carbide lattice is not energetically favor-

ble on the whole. While both vacancy and interstitial concen-

rations will change, it is not unprecedented to precipitate a sec-

ndary graphitic phase before reaching a stoichiometric compo-

ition [46,47] . To better understand the defect structure and its

nfluence on the electrical contributions to the thermal conduc-

ivity, Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations together with

emi-classical Boltzmann transport theory were used to calculate

he energy and electrical conductivity of the fully stoichiometric

ystem, as well as systems containing carbon vacancies and inter-

titials. Details of the calculations are given in Supplemental Ma-

erial [25] ; results are plotted in Fig. 6 . Calculated electrical re-

istivity has been converted to a thermal conductivity assuming

iedemann-Franz behavior (assuming L = L 0 ). On the x-axis, -10%

nd -5% correspond to 4 and 2 missing carbon atoms from a 40

arbon atom supercell, respectively, while 5% and 10% corresponds

o 2 and 4 extra interstitial carbon atoms, respectively, in the same

ystem. The energies are calculated from the difference between

he fully stoichiometric and defected systems, relative to the chem-

cal potential of carbon μc as 

 

D = 

[ E d − E s − (N 

d − N 

s ) μc ] 

[ N 

d − N 

s ] 
(3) 

here E d and E s are the DFT energies for the defected and fully

toichiometric systems, respectively, and N 

d and N 

s are the num-

er of carbon atoms in the defected and fully stoichiometric sys-

ems, respectively. The cohesive energy of graphite calculated from

FT as described in Supplemental Material (7.96 eV/atom) is used

c [25] . Both the vacancy and interstitial formation energies (solid

ine, left vertical axis) are positive, suggesting that the fully stoi-

hiometric system has the lowest enthalpy relative to the defected

tructures. However, the energy for creating interstitial carbon is

onsiderably larger than that for creating a vacancy such that the

ormation of a second graphitic carbon phase is highly favorable

hen excess carbon is introduced into the system. These results
re consistent with the experimental results, where carbon indica-

ive of a second phase is measured for high methane flow rates. 

For comparison to experimental results, the calculated elec-

rical contribution to the thermal conductivities are plotted in

ig. 6 (dashed line, right vertical axis). The values show relatively

ittle dependence on stoichiometry, with the electrical contribu-

ion to thermal conductivity being slightly higher for the ideal sys-

em compared to the defected structures. This supports the con-

lusion based on the experimental data that the large κe measured

t low flow rates is due to the metallic bonding and high concen-

ration of free electrons. This result also implies that the relative

ndependence of the electronic contribution to thermal conductiv-

ty on stoichiometry once the carbide is formed cannot be taken

s a measure of defect concentration, but rather other means are

eeded to quantify carbon defects. This is again consistent with the

nterpretation of the experimental data. 

The trends observed in the electronic contribution to the ther-

al conductivity and, subsequently, in the phonon contribution

an be summarized independently. At the lowest carbon concen-

rations, electrons are the primary energy carriers, as metallic

onding is predominant. As more carbon is introduced, the phase

ransforms into a carbide, lowering the free electron concentra-

ion to that of metallic covalent crystal. At this point phonons are

he dominant energy carriers, and κp is increased with increasing

arbon content as vacancy concentrations decrease. The effect is

eak in general due to simultaneous production of interstitial and

raphitic carbon, dampening the effect of vacancy elimination. The

nset of secondary phase precipitation introduces more scattering,

riving κp lower with increasing carbon while κe remains constant

fter the change from primarily metallic bonding to more covalent

onding. A possible cause for this independence is due to the elec-

ronic nature of the graphite precipitate. The electronic conductiv-

ty of graphite across the basal plane is on the same order [48] to

hat of the main carbide phase. Thus, while the addition of a sec-

ndary phase will affect phonon scattering, it may not affect elec-

ron contributions. 

An interesting aspect of the observed trend in total thermal

onductivity of the HEC materials versus that of their binary coun-

erparts is that the thermal conductivity of HECs decrease with in-

reased carbon content. Previously reported values of carbon sto-

chiometry effects on the thermal conductivity of binary carbides

how that thermal conductivity increases as the relative carbon

ontent increases towards the 1:1 carbon:metal ratio [22–24] . This

uggests that the decrease observed in the HEC system could be an

ntrinsic property of the HECs, related to the bonding environment

hanges as the system transitions from a primarily metallic bonded

o a primarily covalently bonded crystal. 

. Conclusions 

In summary, we have investigated the effect of carbon stoi-

hiometry on thermal conductivity of high entropy carbide thin

lm systems HfZrTaMoWC 1 −x and HfZrTaTiNbC 1 −x . Structural and

ompositional characterization of the HfZrTaMoWC 1 −x show sys-

ematic changes in film stoichiometry, phase, modulus and mi-

rostructure, all of which impact the thermal conductivity. Low

arbon content films are metallic in nature, and electrons are sig-

ificant thermal carriers. As carbon content increases, the change

rom a metal to metal carbide lowers κe , and the phonon con-

ribution plays a greater role in the thermal conductivity of both

EC systems. While κe is minimized, a combination of changes in

icrostructure, defect concentration and secondary phase forma-

ion, and stiffness influence the phononic contribution to thermal

onductivity. Our results demonstrate the ability to tune the ther-

al functionality of high entropy materials through stoichiometries

hat dictate the type of bonding environment. 
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